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SUMMARY

The predominant H. pylori strain circulating among geographic locations differs with regard to

the genomic structure. This study determined whether structural subtypes of the cagA 3« repeat

region could be used to identify the population of origin of H. pylori isolates. We examined

600 cagA-positive H. pylori (Colombia, 100; USA, 100; France, 100; Canada, 20; Italy, 20;

Korea, 100; Japan, 100; Hong Kong, 20; Taiwan, 20; Vietnam, 20). The cagA 3« region was

amplified by PCR using primers specific to Japanese and Western 3« cagA gene sequences. PCR

using Japanese cagA primers resulted in PCR products in 99±6% of strains from East Asia but

no non-Asian strains. Conversely, PCR using Western cagA primers resulted in amplicons in

100% of non-Asian strains, and only one from East Asia. cagA genotyping is useful for

molecular epidemiological studies as strains can be completely separated by differences in the

cagA 3« region.

INTRODUCTION

Helicobacter pylori strains that possess the cag patho-

genicity island are associated with enhanced mucosal

inflammation and increased mucosal interleukin-8

(IL-8) levels [1–6]. Although the cagA gene is a marker

for this pathogenicity island, its function is still

unknown. The cagA gene product is a highly

immunogenic antigen of variable size [7–10]. Variation

in the size of the CagA protein has been correlated

with the presence of repeat sequences located in the 3«
region of the gene [7, 10].

In a previous study, we showed that the 3« region of

the cagA gene of Japanese strains differed markedly

from those from Western strains [10]. Analysis of

sequences deposited in GenBank regarding reference
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strains isolated from Western countries showed that

these regions consist of two types of repeat regions;

57 bp regions (first repeat region; FR region) and

102 bp regions (Western-type second repeat region;

WSR region). Japanese strains had similar 57 bp

regions (FR region), but the second repeat region of

162 bp (Japanese-type second repeat region; JSR

region) was completely different from Western ref-

erence strains [10].

It has become evident that the predominant

H. pylori strains in different geographic locations

differ with regard to the genomic structure [11–17]. It

has been suggested that East Asian strains may differ

from non-Asian strains in the structure of some genes,

with emphasis on �acA gene genotyping [14–17]. A

previous study suggested the cagA 3« repeat region

as a candidate for a simple and reliable method to

separate East Asian strains completely from non-
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Asian strains [10]. This study attempted to confirm

that hypothesis using PCR with H. pylori isolates

obtained from different East Asian and non-Asian

countries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

H. pylori isolates

We examined 600 cagA gene-positive H. pylori iso-

lates ; 100 isolates from Colombia, 100 from the USA,

100 from France, 20 from Canada, 20 from Italy, 100

from Korea, 100 from Japan, 20 from Hong Kong, 20

from Taiwan and 20 from Vietnam. cagA gene-

positive isolates were identified by polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) using the conserved region of the

cagA gene, as described previously [5, 6]. Each isolate

was obtained from a different patient who underwent

gastroscopy, usually due to symptoms of dyspepsia.

We excluded the cases of gastric cancer in this study.

All the individuals were living in their respective

countries except the Vietnamese who had been born in

Vietnam and had immigrated to the USA. Informed

consent was obtained from all patients. The study

protocol was approved by the local Ethics

Committees.

Preparation of H. pylori genomic DNA

H. pylori were isolated from gastric biopsies as

previously described [5, 6]. Isolates were grown at

37 °C on brain heart infusion agar plates supple-

mented with 7% horse blood (Cocalico Biological,

Inc. Reamstown, PA) in a 12% CO
#
incubator under

100% relative humidity. Multiple studies in our

laboratory have shown that the growth of H. pylori

under microaerobic conditions (e.g. CampyPak Plus,

BBL, Cockeysville, MD) and 12% CO
#
environments

are identical. The organisms were identified as

H. pylori by Gram staining, colony morphology and

positive oxidase, catalase and urease reactions. Mul-

tiple colonies were collected together from the

bacterial culture plates except for Italian isolates in

which a single colony was tested. Genomic DNA was

extracted using the QIAamp Tissue kit (QIAGEN Inc.

Santa Clarita, CA) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions.

PCR

The oligonucleotide primers used for PCR-based

typing of the cagA gene were designed according to

the cagA gene sequence deposited in GenBank. We

compared 4 Western strains : CCUG17824, G39,

ATCC53726 and ATCC43526 (GenBank accession

numbers X70038, X70039, L11714 and AB003397,

respectively) with 4 Japanese strains : JK25, JK252,

JK269 and JK22 (GenBank accession numbers

AF043457, AF043458, AF043459 and AF043460,

respectively).

Primers CAGTF (5«-ACCCTAGTCGGTAATG-

GG-3«) and CAGTR (5«-GCTTTAGCTTCTGAYA-

CYGC-3«, Y¯CT) were designed to include the

entire 3« repeat regions of the cagA gene (Fig. 1).

These primer regions were conserved in both Western

and Japanese strains deposited in GenBank.

The primers CAGTF}CAGWR and CAGWF}
CAGTR inside the sequence specific for Western

strains were used to amplify the regions that include

the first repeat (FR region¯ 57 bp) and the second

repeat (WSR region¯ 102 bp) regions, respectively

(Fig. 1) (CAGWR: 5«-TGCCCTACAMCACCSAA-

ACCAC-3«, CAGWF: 5«-AAAAATTGACCRACT-

CAATC-3«, M¯AC, S¯CG, R¯AG). The

expected lengths of PCR products amplified with the

primers CAGTF}CAGWR and CAGWF}CAGTR

were [(218C 227)57r] bp and [(174C 177)
102m] bp respectively when an isolate contains ‘r ’

times FR regions and ‘m’ times WSR regions.

Furthermore, we designed two sets of primers

inside the cagA 3« repeat sequence specific for

Japanese strains (CAGTF}CAGJR and CAGJF}
CAGTR), which resulted in the amplification of the

first repeat (FR region¯ 57 bp) and the second repeat

(JSR region¯ 162 bp) regions (Fig. 1) (CAGJR: 5«-
GCAATTTTGTTAATCCGGTC-3«, CAGJF: 5«-
GCATCAGCAGGTAAAGGAGT-3«). In Japanese

strains, immediately downstream of the FR region,

the R1 region (amino acid sequence EPIYA) and JSR

regions were located. Therefore, we designed primers

inside the JSR region and predicted multiple number

of bands according to the number of JSR regions. The

expected lengths of PCR products amplified with the

primers CAGTF}CAGJR and CAGJF}CAGTR

were [(236C 242)57r162 (n–1)] bp (n¯ 1 to n)

and [222162 (n–1)] bp (n¯ 1 to n), respectively

when an isolate contains ‘r ’ times FR regions and ‘n ’

times JSR regions. According to the number of ‘n ’, we

could detect ‘n ’ different sizes of PCR products. For

example, when an isolate contains 1 FR region and

2 JSR regions, the PCR products using primers

CAGTF}CAGJR were expected to result in 2 bands;

1 smaller band of (236C 242)57162 (1–1)¯
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Fig. 1. Primary structure variants of the 3« region of the cagA gene in non-Asian and East Asian populations. First repeat

region (FR), Western second repeat region (WSR), Japanese second repeat region (JSR) and EPIYA (R1) fragments are not

represented on a proportional scale. In Japanese strains, as the R1 region and JSR region immediately followed the FR

region, we designed the primer inside the JSR region, predicting multiple number of bands according to the number of JSR

regions. The expected lengths of PCR products amplified with the primers CAGTF}CAGWR and CAGWF}CAGTR were

[(218C 227)57r] bp and [(174C 177)102m] bp, respectively when an isolate contains ‘r ’ times FR regions and ‘m’ times

WSR regions. The expected lengths of PCR products amplified with the primers CAGTF}CAGJR and CAGJF}CAGTR

are [(236C 242)57r162 (n–1)] bp (n¯ 1 to n) and [222162 (n–1)] bp (n¯ 1 to n), respectively when an isolate contains

‘r ’ times FR regions and ‘n ’ times JSR regions.

293C 299 bp and another larger band of (236C
242)57162 (2–1)¯ 455C 461 bp (when n¯ 1 and

2 are placed into the formula, respectively). Similarly,

the PCR products using primers CAGTF}CAGJR

were expected to result in 2 bands; 222162 (1–1)¯
222 bp and 222162 (2–1)¯ 384 bp.

PCR amplification was performed as previously

described [13], for 35 cycles consisting of 1 min at

95 °C, 1 min at 52 °C and 1 min at 72 °C. The final

cycle included a 7 min extension step to ensure full

extension of the PCR products. PCR products were

analysed by gel electrophoresis in ethidium bromide

containing 1±5% agarose gels, and the bands were

examined under u.v. light for the presence of the

amplified DNA.

RESULTS

The primers designed to amplify the entire 3« repeat

regions of the cagA gene (CAGTF and CAGTR)

detected 99% (594}600) of cagA gene positive strains

(Table 1). Only 2 USA (2%) strains, 1 Colombian

(1%) strain and 3 French (3%) strains were not

detected by these sets of primers. A possible mutation

in the primer region resulted in our inability to

categorize the origin of these six strains.

PCR using primers specific to the Japanese 3« cagA

gene sequence (CAGTF}CAGJR and CAGJF}
CAGTR) resulted in PCR products in all but one

(99±6%) of the East Asian strains, but none in the

non-Asian strains (Fig. 2, Table 1). Conversely, PCR

using the Western cagA-specific primers (CAGTF}
CAGWR and CAGWF}CAGTR) resulted in PCR

products in 100% of non-Asian strains, but in none

from the Korean, Vietnamese, Taiwanese or Hong

Kong strains (Fig. 2, Table 1). One Japanese strain

was detected only by Western cagA specific primers.

That person was born in India and lived in Japan only

after she was 30 years old making it likely that she had

acquired a non-Japanese strain in childhood.

Using our designed primers, we could also detect

the number of repeats contained in non-Asian strains

(FR and WSR regions) and East Asian strains (FR

and JSR regions) (Table 1). In this study, 95–100% of

the East Asian strains had 1 FR and 100% of these

had 1 JSR. All East Asian isolates had only a single

band detected on agarose gels. In contrast, non-Asian

strains had some variety in WSR regions. There were

more than 2 bands in 21 Colombian strains, 18 French

strains and 10 USA strains. We randomly selected 25

cases with multiple bands (14 Colombian, 5 French

and 6 USA strains) and picked at least 20 colonies
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Table 1. Detection of cagA 3« repeat region by PCR using se�eral specific primers

5« Primer 3« Primer Region designed

Japan

(n¯ 100)

Korea

(n¯ 100)

Vietnam

(n¯ 20)

Hong Kong

(n¯ 20)

Taiwan

(n¯ 20)

CAGTF CAGTR Entire repeat region 100 100 20 20 20

CAGTF CAGJR Japanese 1st repeat 99 100 20 20 20

1 time 97 (98%) 100 (100%) 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 19 (95%)

Others* 2 (2%) 0 0 0 1 (5%)

CAGJF CAGJR Japanese 2nd repeat 99 100 20 20 20

1 time 99 (100%) 100 (100%) 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 20 (100%)

CAGTF CAGWR Western 1st repeat 1† 0 0 0 0

CAGWF CAGTR Western 2nd repeat 1† 0 0 0 0

5« Primer 3« Primer Region designed

USA

(n¯ 100)

Colombia

(n¯ 100)

France

(n¯ 100)

Canada

(n¯ 20)

Italy

(n¯ 20)

CAGTF CAGTR Entire repeat region 98 99 97 20 20

CAGTF CAGJR Japanese 1st repeat 0 0 0 0 0

CAGJF CAGJR Japanese 2nd repeat 0 0 0 0 0

CAGTF CAGWR Western 1st repeat 98 98 95 20 20

1 time 98 (100%) 96 (98%) 95 (100%) 19 (95%) 20 (100%)

Others ‡ 0 2 (2%) 0 1 (5%) 0

CAGWF CAGTR Western 2nd repeat 97 99 97 20 20

0 time 5 (5%) 2 (2%) 0 0 2 (10%)

1 time 78 (80%) 54 (55%) 66 (68%) 14 (70%) 9 (45%)

2 times 7 (7%) 23 (23%) 13 (13%) 1 (5%) 9 (45%)

Multiple 10 (10%) 21 (21%) 18 (19%) 5 (25%) 0§

* Two Japanese strains had 3 FR regions and 1 Taiwanese strain had no FR region.

† This strain had 1 FR and 1 WSR regions.

‡ One Colombian strain and 1 Canadian strain had 2 FR and 1 Colombian strain had 3 FR regions.

§ We picked single colonies in Italian strains, as there was no possibility of mixed infection.

per case each case confirming that these patients

were infected with more than one cagA genotype (data

not shown).

DISCUSSION

The primary gene structure of the cagA 3« repeat

region in H. pylori obtained from 5 East Asian

countries differed markedly from that present in

H. pylori obtained from 5 different non-Asian

countries. We found that we could completely

separate the region of origin (East Asian vs. non-

Asian countries) by PCR using specific primers

designed within the cagA 3« repeat region suggesting

that differences in cagA gene structure can be used as

markers of the region of origin in molecular epi-

demiology studies.

Although our studies have focused on the 3« repeat

region, there may be other geographically conserved

regions of cagA. For example, van der Ende and

colleagues, in a study involving 24 isolates, suggested

that distinct cagA positive H. pylori populations were

circulating in China compared to The Netherlands

[14]. Their comparison involved a 243-nucleotide part

of the cagA gene separate from the 3« repeat region.

Geographic differences have also been noted in the

�acA gene genotype (e.g. Portuguese strains appear to

be predominantly �acA s1b genotype, Dutch strains

are predominantly �acA s1a genotype, and Asian

strains are predominantly �acA s1c genotype)

[13, 15–17].

We focused on the cagA 3« repeat region because it

has a number of advantages for molecular epidemi-

ology studies. For example, because the regions in

East Asian isolates are completely different from

those in non-Asian isolates they allow one to easily

and completely separate them. In contrast, one cannot

distinguish the �acA s1a genotype from the s1c geno-

type using the original primers specific for the s1a

genotype [17, 19]. In addition, as the �acA s1a and s1b

genotype, have high homology, the technical aspects

of PCR methods become critical as the s1b genotype

strains can be falsely identified using either s1a or s1b
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the 3« region of the cagA gene by PCR. PCR products were amplified with the primers CAGTF}CAGJR

(primers specific for Japanese strains for the first repeat regions) and CAGTF}CAGWR (primers specific for Western strains

for the first repeat regions). Lanes 1–5: East Asian strains (lane 1, from Korea; lane 2, from Japan; lane 3, from Taiwan;

lane 4, from Hong Kong; lane 5, from Vietnam). Lanes 6–10: non-Asian strains (lane 6, from USA; lane 7, from Colombia;

lane 8, from Canada; lane 9, from France; lane 10, from Italy). The length of PCR product amplified with the primers

CAGTF}CAGWR in lane 7 was larger than others because of the existence of two first repeat regions. M: molecular size

marker.

specific primers with slightly lower annealing tem-

perature conditions or many PCR cycles. The original

reported primers specific for the �acA m1 genotype

were found to not be useful in all countries (e.g. in

Japan the original m1 primers detected only 3%

(14}468) of m1 genotype positive H. pylori isolates

[18]). A final potential advantage of examination of

the cagA 3« repeat region is that the region may relate

to virulence [10, 20]. The designed primers in this

study can clearly distinguish the number of repeat

regions.

We are now using this method to determine whether

differences in cagA genotyping can be used to examine

migration patterns of different human populations. Of

interest, the Vietnamese population we studied were

all young people (ages 20–49, mean age 36) born in

Vietnam and currently residing in the USA. All

Vietnamese strains had the East Asian cagA genotype.

A single Japanese strain detected only by Western

cagA specific primers was from a Japanese woman

who was born in India and lived in Japan after she

was 30 years old. These examples are consistent with

the notion that H. pylori infection is typically acquired

in childhood and examination of the 3« repeat region

of cagA can be used to detect the geographic region of

origin of the strain. How or when these strains mix

with those of the new country is unknown. We have

some preliminary data from Pakistan that showed all

the isolates to be of the non-Asian type (unpublished

observation). These findings are consistent with

anthropological studies that Pakistani and northern

Indian peoples are genetically similar to Caucasoid

rather than Mongoloid peoples. Studies are underway

examining H. pylori from different populations to

answer this question.
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